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CompuMove is Comprehensive
CompuMove truly does combine sales 
management, scheduling and dispatch, 
rating and form printing, revenue,  
commission and payroll distribution, 
general ledger and financial reporting, 
storage and warehouse management, (and 
much more) into a completely integrated 
and seamless system.

CompuMove is Personalized
Every CompuMove installation is a 
customized  experience. The heart of 
a CompuMove setup is the flexible Job 
System that we use to make your custom-
fitted installation, at a near off-the-shelf 
price. Then, online setup and training 
makes every support session a housecall, 
without the wait.

CompuMove is Proven
The ownership, management and 
technical staff at CompuMove consists 
of experienced professionals. That’s no 
surprise, since we’ve been doing nothing 
else since 1984 but work on this product. 
The brochure you are holding is for 
Version 8, the latest and (of course) best 
CompuMove yet.

CompuMove Works
There are hundreds of moving companies 
running CompuMove right now. As we’ve 
done for so many others, we’ll do whatever 
it takes to make your CompuMove 
experience a success.

THE BEST SYSTEM TO MANAGE  
YOUR MOVING COMPANY

We work with you 
to create a  
customized 
software system 
that works for 
your business 
demands
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Your Road To Success From Estimate To Income Statement
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MoveBooks Pro
MOVERS ENTERPRISE FINANCIAL SYSTEM

SalesTools Pro
SEAMLESS MOBILE ESTIMATING

Customer Care Center
COMPREHENSIVE SHIPPER COMMUNICATIONS

POWERFUL PLANNING AND DISPATCH
Operations Overseer

“Compumove has hands down the most advanced and seamless software and support systems for the moving & storage 
industry.  We have been a client since November 1st, 2004. We chose them because they allowed us to sync our general 
ledger with all our moving tariffs for local, intrastate and interstate moves. This eliminated the guess work of trying to 
determine move cost pricing and allowed us to seamlessly integrate our Sales, Operations and Accounting Departments 
the latter of which was critical in our selection and determination for choosing our moving software.”

“With our CompuMove system, we get all the data.  We can see more information -- sales set-up, individual jobs.  Our 
system is networked, so everyone has access to all the information.”

“CompuMove has the best around for rating and accounting.   We use it to make our journal entries, to batch checks, 
make deposits, do our payables, and everything else that the program can do.  We have been using CompuMove since 
1987.”

“With the CompuMove system, it is extremely easy to write paperwork and pay people. The program figures all the 
payments for each job.  No other program does both rating and accounting.  Everything is right there for income 
statements.”

“In our CompuMove system, drivers’ compensation is linked.  This saves us time.  The driver gets paid faster.  If there is a 
problem with van line accounting, and an adjustment is made, the driver pay is automatically adjusted as well.”

“This company changed our life. Big enough to be a great well thought out product  Small enough to feel appreciated as a 
customer and get any issue taken care of right away. I highly recommend CompuMove to anyone looking for a solution to 
their business needs. Thanks guys!”

“We have been using CompuMove for over 15 years. Originally they came into our office and set up all of our computers 
with the hardware and software. The company has been very easy to work with and the top dog Mark takes his time to 
contact us anytime we reach out to him for support. The system is easy to use and we have never had any glitches or 
issues in over 15 years. Great program and great service. Thumbs up and 5 stars.”

“Whenever customer service and technical support is needed they are always there for us.  We have to have 100% up-time 
all the time.  Mark the owner, Paul, John and Sam are personable and genuinely have our back here at Easy Movers.”

“Working with CompuMove has been awesome. For starters, they answer the phone. It has been difficult to find a software 
company that answers in real time. They are very knowledgeable and were extremely patient answering all my questions. 
Turnaround time and customer service was also outstanding!”

“Our company has been working with CompuMove Systems for over four years now. We have found them to have 
designed an excellent and complete software solution for Mover’s of all sizes! Their customer service is also incredibly 
responsive. Great work CompuMove, thank you.”

What our clients have to say

“Moving Calculator” Mobile Estimator
The heart of SalesTools Pro is the fully integrated mobile 
estimator, a dual-mode moving cost estimator App that 
functions on any standard Windows tablet as both a ‘desk’ 
application with the keyboard attached, and also as a fully 
touch-based, tablet-oriented, handheld mobile survey 
tool when turned.

Since much of sales work is ‘office work’, it’s essential to 
have a sit-down desk environment, with a real keyboard, 
and a stylus or mouse. Then, when it’s time for action, 
stand up and separate the keyboard, turn the display 
vertical, and the app morphs from a desktop environment 
into a touch-operated room inventory system, featuring:

Customizable Room-Item lists and All-Item lists, with Alpha-jump
Edit or Add On-the-Fly item Description, Cube, and Mode
Detailed Crate(s) Calculator
Multiple Going / Not Going / Going Where? Functions
Packing estimating as Hourly, Carrier Pack cartons, and PBO

All notes are automatically integrated into the estimate 
documents.

Customer-Focused Sales Management
CompuMove’s Customer CRM Dashboard shows a real-
time view of leads, estimates and surveys, sold quotes 
and follow-up reminders.

CompuMove’s integrated Task Management plays an 
important role, actively generating reminders and 
outbound messages based on event dates and times. 
Automatic importing brings in website leads, lead vendor 
referrals, military offer sheets and others directly into the 
CRM.

Professional PDF Document Presentation
Once the article list has been completed, and the estimate 
is calculated with the internal tariff rating system, the 
final completed estimate documents are generated as PDFs. 
The salesperson can generate multiple different versions 
of estimates for a given move, for example to include full 
packing or not.

A variety of estimate documents are supported, including 
simple local-only estimates, more complex multi-day and 
project-based estimates.

Seamless Operations Integration
Closing the sale of a move is of course just the beginning. 
The complete detail of the estimate must be visible to the 
operations department, including anticipated quantities of 
service and any special notations or operations messages. 
Original estimate values and documents are retained as 
the life cycle of the move continues, eventually providing 
valuable sales management information.

When move day arrives, the 
dispatch ticket and Bill 
of Lading job notes will 
reflect the estimated weight, 
itemized inventory, expected 
carton counts, and shipper or 
job-specific notes as made by 
the salesperson.

Ultimately, the full record of the cycle is seamlessly 
preserved as the job moves through operational completion 
and into billing, commissions, and beyond.

SalesTools Pro
SEAMLESS MOBILE ESTIMATING

A moving cost estimator at 
your fingertips - shifting your 
sales into a profesional mode
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Mover’s Sales Tools and Sales Management

Sales Cycle Management
CompuMove Systems includes the most 
advanced mover’s sales tools and sales 

management software on the market today. 
Our Sales system module integrates sales 

leads management, accurate room-by-room 
cube estimating, chronological history of move 

changes with storage of complete estimate data 
through the lifecycle of the entire move. 

SalesTools Pro
SEAMLESS MOBILE ESTIMATING

Salesperson Scheduling
Shows date and time slots 
available for salesperson 
estimates.

Memo Screen
The memo screen keeps a chronological 
history of move changes, shipper requests 
& agreements, and your internal shipment 
memos.

It also creates automatic user logs of 
all critical shipment activity, including 
scheduling, shipment charges, form 
generation,warehouse activity and more.

Handheld Tablet PC
Using any popular Windows tablet, a salesperson in the 

field can perform cube sheet calculations, generate 
and print a completed estimate, and access real-time 
scheduling information to book a move. Estimate detail 

and booked moves are immediately updated on the 
dispatch screens in the main office.

Mover’s Sales Tools and Sales Management (continued)

SalesTools Pro
SEAMLESS MOBILE ESTIMATING

Lead Source Tracking
The lead management system allows lead 

source recording for each move. Lead 
sources can be analyzed according to job 
type and closing ratio, as well as ranked for 

dollar volume.

Survey Cube Sheet
The cube sheet function allows a salesperson or 
surveyor to make an accurate room-by-room 
estimate, for hourly-, weight-, or cube-based 
moves. Cube sheet estimating can be done 
during a walk-through of a shipper’s home with 
a tablet PC, or performed by a phone estimator 
from within your office on a regular PC.

Completed Estimate Documents
CompuMove’s integrated estimating functions generate 

a complete set of job documents as PDFs, ready for 
printing, emailing, or on screen signing. CompuMove 

supports state-specific required documents for 
regulated and moving-association states.
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Local and 
Intrastate Moves

Bill of Lading
CompuMove generates 

completed shipment 
paperwork on laser printer 

carbonless multi-part forms, 
and sales forms as a PDF to 

share by email.

Local Move Rating
These job screens and forms are 

for an hourly local move. Many 
different local move types exists: 
this example includes travel and 

van & men charges. Your local 
move screens on your custom 
CompuMove setup will match 

your current rating method.

Job Address Screen
The address screens capture all 
necessary location and contact 
information, and includes links 
to Internet mapping, both for 
individual locations and trip maps 
and directions.

Streamlined Local and Intrastate Moves  - Designed to Make 
Your Services Shine
Local move rates and tariff documentation are automatically calculated 
based upon your custom setup within the CompuTariff Rating Software. 

SalesTools Pro
SEAMLESS MOBILE ESTIMATING

Interstate Moving  
and Storage

Interstate Move 
Rating
CompuMove performs 
full rating for interstate 
moves traveling under 
the 400N-series tariffs. 
This example is for an 
independent carrier: 
CompuMove has 
available interstate 
job setups for all van 
lines and independent 
carriers.

Interstate Packing Screen
CompuMove’s interstate packing screen 

includes itemized packing services, 
including containers-only, packing and 

unpacking, and regular and overtime.

Interstate Estimate
All of your shipment paperwork can be printed by 
the system, including estimates, orders for service, 
dispatch tickets, bills of lading, accessorial service 
reports, inventory headers, warehouse receipts, and 
invoices.

CompuMove generates completed shipment 
paperwork on laser multipart carbonles paper, and/or 
save those forms as a PDF to share by email.

CompuMove makes Interstate Moving & Storage A 
Breeze with Integrated Move Ratings and Tariffs 
CompuMove’s interstate moving and storage systems function 
together to save time and money. Rate and transport with ease 
with interstate move ratings that are fully integrated with 
400N-series tariffs and shipment charge calculations.

SalesTools Pro
SEAMLESS MOBILE ESTIMATING
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Interstate Tariff 
Publication

Automate the calculation of your custom interstate tariff 
publication with CompuMove’s – CompuTariff Rating software.

SalesTools Pro
SEAMLESS MOBILE ESTIMATING

A Seamless Solution for Your Compliance Process
You can create any rates you choose, including rates based 
on the 400N tariff. 

If you choose to use rates based on the 400N tariff, they can be 
modified several ways, including:

•  Percentage increase or decrease from the 2007 rates

•  Inclusion or exclusion of the fuel surcharge and IRR surcharge 
items

•  Modification of packing rates, including containers and labor 
charges

•  Inclusion of flight and long carries, as existed before 400N

•  Modifications to shuttle, extra pickup, and self storage charges

•  Inclusion or exclusion of overtime and peak season rates

These options can be mixed as you wish, or you can create a 
complete custom tariff from scratch — it’s up to you. Please note 
that CompuMove Systems cannot offer you any advice on the 
above options, or share with you any information on what other 
mover’s are doing. The purpose of this change, as put forth by 
the Department of Justice, is to force mover’s to create their rates 
independent of one another.

CompuMove offers you a published (printed) custom tariff, 
and/or matching CompuTariff rating software to automate the 
calculation of your tariff. The printed tariff document includes both 
the Rules and Regulations for interstate moving and your custom 
tariff tables, and also includes a frameable “lobby placard” 
document identifying your tariff as available for inspection.

As you probably already know, on January 1, 2008, the Household Goods Carriers Bureau (HGCB) of the American Moving and 
Storage Association discontinued the 400N tariff under orders of federal regulators, who have terminated the industry’s right to 
engage in collective ratemaking.

If you do interstate moving under your own authority, you should have your own Interstate Tariff Publication in order to legally 
perform interstate moves after that date. Federal Auditors are presently performing unannounced inspections of moving 
companies with interstate authority to enforce this requirement.

CompuMove is prepared to help you with the compliance process, including generating rates, creating published tariff materials 
for you to have available in your offices for inspection, and having those rates calculate with the CompuTariff software.

Powerful Move Management System Software

Every organization has a central command center – 
that place where critical and timely decisions are made to 
direct your company on a daily basis. Operation Overseer 
is CompuMove’s operations move management system 
comprised of an integrated set of tools that allow you 
to receive critical and timely information from within the 
CompuMove Systems modules. Overseer is a robust 
scheduling, dispatch, rating, forms generation, and storage 
management system designed to handle all aspects of 
daily moving company operations.

Your daily operations will run smooth with Operation Overseer’s 
Dispatch & Scheduling assistance

Dispatch and Scheduling for all aspects of 
move management
Daily Dispatch — Operations Overseer’s daily dispatch 
scheduling manages work events and allocation of workers 
& resources on a job-by-job basis. Custom worker 
classifications and capacity views allow maximum 
visibility of job assignments.

Notifications — Operations Overseer’s fully integrated 
Notifications function automatically creates ‘push’ 
notifications and date-sensitive reminders for important 
events. Text-message and Google calendar notification 
management is fully customizable for frequency and content 
of notifications.

Availability — The Scheduling system’s availability 
function manages vacation time, out-of-service events, 
and suspended workers or equipment. Dispatchers and 
coordinators can see hourly, daily and monthly views of 
assigned and available resources on a real-time basis as 
assignments and availability changes.

Military and GSA Moves and Storage
Government Job Types — Operations Overseer fully supports 
all aspects of Military, GSA, Non-Temp Storage, DPM 
contracts, Storage-In-Transit, and other government-related 
moving. The 400NG and GSA-500A tariffs are completely 
integrated into the rating and billing system.

Military Non-Temp and SIT Storage — CompuMove completely 
integrates management of Military NTS, including 
multiple contracts and billing cycles, NTS reporting, and 
downloaded NTS bulk payment job allocation.

International Moving and Manifesting
Manifests — Operations Overseer’s fully integrated 
manifesting function allows the creation and management 
of shipping container manifests for single-shipment and 
consolidated-shipment containers. Integrated COD-balance 
management, vessel name and sailing date, front-to-back 
load diagrams, and operations and financial management 
manifest views assure complete control of all aspects of 
containerized international shipments.

International Tariff Rating and Compensation Schedules   — 
CompuMove’s unique and detailed rating and 
compensation system fully manages charge calculation 
and billing for international shipments, including combining 
military tariff charge calculation with carrier-based 
compensation schedules. Origin and destination services, 
and inter-island or Alaska outback delivery calculations are 
fully supported to assure smooth transition from work 
performed to invoices generated.

POWERFUL PLANNING AND DISPATCH
Operations Overseer Completely Integrated 

Operations Move 
Management System
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Dispatch and Scheduling

Master Calendar
The monthly calendar view shows a 
summary of the month, including 
numbers of jobs, workers needed, 

quotes scheduled, and any blocked 
days.

Daily Schedule
The daily timelines 
show each job in time 
order, with detail on the 
job type, start time and 
duration, and number of 
workers needed.

Daily Workers Schedule
The worker dispatch screen is 
used to assign personnel to jobs 
and shows hour-by-hour worker 
scheduling.

POWERFUL PLANNING AND DISPATCH
Operations Overseer

A Fully Integrated Multi-Layer and Multi-
Function Dispatch and Scheduling System

The heart of our Mover’s Dispatch and Scheduling Software is the fully integrated, multi-layer and multi-function scheduling 
system. Scheduling combines a monthly calendar summary, daily worker schedule and daily dispatch reports tracking job and 
worker assignments. Complete with notifications by text, email, and Google Calendar.

Daily Resource Assignments
Worker and equipment assignments 

can be viewed or changed as the 
need arises.

POWERFUL PLANNING AND DISPATCH
Operations Overseer

Dispatch and Scheduling (continued)

Trip Scheduling
The trip scheduler allows job 

selection based on date, location, 
weight and cube, and drag-and-

drop assignment to drivers. It 
shows running totals for weight 

and cubes for the duration of a 
trip, and allows multiple stops or 

other work events. 

Dispatch Ticket
The job dispatch 
ticket is available 
in a variety of 
formats; this is a 
typical local move 
ticket.

Internet Mapping

Using popular internet mapping, 
CompuMove gives 1-click access to 
location or multi-stop trip maps.

Dispatch Report

The daily dispatch report shows 
job and worker assignments, 

and can be printed with different 
levels of detail.

Trip Planning
Driver trip planning functions combines 

calendaring, geographic return-load filtering, load 
capacity, and line-haul revenue prediction into an 
integrated tool for managing long-haul driver trip 

planning and compensation.
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Storage Management

Warehouse Capacity and  
Location Management

CompuMove maintains a detailed chart of your 
storage vaults and sofa racks, allowing you to 

visually scroll through the warehouse. The system 
tracks vault locations, full and empty vaults, 

unstacked vaults, and racked or loose storage.

Shipment Location Management
Each shipment has its own listing of every 
warehouse item, including areas, locations, and 
containers. A warehouse ‘pick-list’ worksheet 
can be printed at any time for a shipment.

Storage Billing Setup and 
Recurring Card Processing

Recurring storage bill posting can 
be configured as desired for vault, 
weight, or itemized storage. Once 

set up, a storage will have recurring 
posting for each storage period , and 

can be batch-processed through 
CompuMov’s integrated PCI-

compliant payment card system.

Storage Account History and Invoicing
Full account history is maintained, forever, including charges and 

payments, and can be printed or emailed for a customer as needed.

POWERFUL PLANNING AND DISPATCH
Operations Overseer

Interstate Hauling Management
POWERFUL PLANNING AND DISPATCH
Operations Overseer

Trip Planning and Scheduling
The trip scheduler allows job selection based 
on date, location, weight and cube, and drag-
and-drop assignment to drivers. It shows 
running totals for weight and cubes for the 
duration of a trip, and allows multiple stops or 
other work events. 

Job Commission
Usable for Salespeople, Workers, and Contractors, 

the commission screen shows detailed line-item 
charges, based on a variety of possible factors, 

including weight, miles, hours, and charges. Pre-
programmed settlement schedules can automate 

the commission process.

Commission Settlement Report
The commission settlement report, available in a 
variety of formats, gives detailed breakdown of 
account activity.

Claims Integration
The claim allocation totals and responsibility is 

tracked, so a claim refund can be issued, insurance 
deductibles managed, and allocation made to 

workers or subcontractors.
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Military and GSA Moves and Storage

Military Move Rating
CompuMove fully supports rating 

under the 400NG domestic military 
tariff, for Code 1 Interstate and 
SIT, Non-Temp Storage, DPM, 
and special contract. The tariff 

calculations include zipcode-based 
rate tables, date-sensitive fuel 

surcharge, weight-based packing, 
and all applicable extra service 

charges. CompuMove also supports 
international military shipments under 

DPS and TOPS, including hybrid 
tariff- and international OTO rating 

calculations and billing.

Military Job Processing
The CompuMove job processing system 
includes fields for all of the specialized 
military information, including TMO 
GBLOCs, SSANs, Rank, SIT authorization 
numbers, and more.

Military SIT
CompuMove easily handles military Storage In Transit, 

including day calculations, warehousing and delivery rating 
calculations, military form preparation, and agent or direct 

invoicing for full or partial shipment charges.

Forms Printing – 619
All standard military paperwork is generated as 
completed PDFs, including DD-619s, 1850s, 
inventory headers, high-value inventories, special 
handling documents, and agent invoices. PDF 
documents can be seamlessly emailed to business 
partners directly from within the job screen.

POWERFUL PLANNING AND DISPATCH
Operations Overseer

CompuMove’s Military and GSA Moves & Storage Software Has You Covered
CompuMove’s Military and GSA Moves & Storage Software fully supports all aspects of Military, GSA, Non-Temp Storage, DPM 
contracts, Storage-In-Transit, and other government-related moving.

A Complete Suite of  International Moving Software 
At Your Fingertips
CompuMove’s International Manifesting Software supports 
all aspects of international moving, including liftvan 
management and containerized manifesting and consolidation, 
and divided and subsidiary revenue distribution and invoicing. 

International Moving 
and Manifesting

Manifest Management
CompuMove allows on-screen 
management of manifests, 
filtering and sorting by region,  
date, and status, and collects 
a variety of information about 
consolidated shipment weight, 
cubes, charges, valuation, and 
delivery COD amounts.

Manifest Consolidation
The CompuMove manifest 
consolidation combines 
multiple jobs onto a given 
manifest, and tracks 
container, shipping, and 
container loading diagram 
information.

Manifest Printing

Containerized International 
Manifests are available in 
both Loading Order and 

Accounting formats.

POWERFUL PLANNING AND DISPATCH
Operations Overseer
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MoveBooks Pro
MOVERS ENTERPRISE FINANCIAL SYSTEM

Seamless Financial Integration 
Tariff-Driven Revenue and Commission distribution systems 

The heart of MoveBooks Pro is the charge item Revenue 
and Commission distribution system. MoveBooks 
seamlessly carries billing information generated by the 
Job System tariff rating engine into individual revenue and 
commission distribution line items. 

Commissions for workers, commissioned drivers, or 
subcontractors – are smoothly and accurately calculated, 
posted, logged, and integrated directly into management 
reports and financial statements.

Integrated Storage Billing — MoveBooks Pro fully automates 
recurring storage billing, including integrated payment 
card processing, for any sort of recurring storage or 
account fees.  Complete general ledger integration of 
billing, and the resulting statements via emailing or 
paper, assures accurate results to the bottom line.

Claims Cost Allocation — The Customer Care Claim 
System integrates to MoveBooks by supporting line-item-
level claim expense allocation. Company expense or 
contractor allocation, full or split, flows directly from the 
claim item detail, through the approval process, and into 
the GL as an allocated payable.

Direct cost allocation — The MoveBooks Payables system 
supports job cost linking of vendor payables, including 
split allocation of single invoices. The resulting job cost 
analysis report integrates this into the overall job cost 
allocation for each job.

Robust GL Functions and Reporting
General Ledger — MoveBooks Pro is a fully GAAP-

compliant General Ledger accounting system, based on 
the industry-standard federal chart of GL accounts. All 
transactions are journalized by user and timestamp, and 
drill-down account exploration makes that detail easy to 
find. 

Receivables — MoveBooks Pro includes a complete AR 
function, managing full-charge or share-basis invoicing, 
customer account and credit limit management, multi-
event consolidated invoicing for project or commercial 
work, and open-item or account activity customer 
statements. 

Payables — MoveBooks’ AP system manages vendor bills, 
check writing, and bank account reconciliation. Payable 
allocation learns from vendor history, and trading-partner 
invoices or card-transaction detail can be batch-imported 
and learn from GL code allocation. 

Definable and Exportable Financial Reporting
CompuMove’s vast catalog of standing reports 
includes over 250 reports for Sales, Operations, Billing, 
Commissions, and Accounting. Customizable income 
reports allow multiple points of view of the enterprise, and 
supporting detail down to the journal level is always a 
click away.

Complete Multi-Branch, Multi-Entity Support
CompuMove is built on a multi-division structure, further 
organized into division groups. This supports both multi-
branch companies and organizations with multiple tax 
identities. Each division may have a completley unique 
identity: All reporting is available by individual division, or 
group. This also includes combining division groups into 
‘umbrella’ financial reporting.

Mover’s enterprise financial 
system at your fingertips

Mover’s Seamless 
Revenue Accounting

Revenue Distribution
This screen shows the detail 
for a revenue distribution after 
the job was rated. Once this 
job is saved the company’s 
revenues will automatically 
post to the assigned general 
ledger accounts.

Truly Seamless Integration
The CompuMove system provides 

true, single-step integration 
between the front-end job operations 
functions and the back-office revenue 

and commission functions of the 
general ledger. At every step data 

flows smoothly from the job detail 
into the accounting system, and 

complete information is always 
available to both operations and 

accounting workers.

On-Screen Drill-Down
The Data Views function allows full ‘drill-down’ 
from summary financial totals all the way to 
the individual journal level, including logging of 
the date, time, and user name for entries.

Complete revenue accounting provides visibility for all aspects of 
a job. This single-step integration effortlessly flows your detailed 
job data into your accounting system so your operations and 
accountants have accurate data for decisions in real time. 

MoveBooks Pro
MOVERS ENTERPRISE FINANCIAL SYSTEM

Seamless Revenue Accounting With Your Bottom Line In Mind
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Driver Contractor 
Commissions

Job Worker 
Commission
Usable for Salespeople, 
Workers, and Contractors, 
the commission screen 
shows detailed line-item 
charges, based on a 
variety of possible factors, 
including weight, miles, 
hours, and charges. Pre-
programmed settlement 
schedules can automate 
the commission 
process.

Commission Check Settlement
The itemized processing of a commission 
settlement shows individual line items to 

be paid on, as well as adjustments for 
advances, vendor bill pass-throughs or 
chargebacks, or partial balance items.

Commission Settlement Report
The commission settlement report, 
available in a variety of formats, gives 
detailed breakdown of account activity.

Vendor Driver Contractor Commissions – Integrated 
Direct Cost Allocation For Every Job
Don’t spend another minute sweating the details of driver 
contractor commissions! Pre-programmed settlement schedules 
are able to automate your commissions process as well as 
automatically integrate the job commissions, for both workers and 
salespeople within the job costing function.

MoveBooks Pro
MOVERS ENTERPRISE FINANCIAL SYSTEM

Mover’s Payroll Solution from 
PenSoft and CompuMove

MoveBooks Pro
MOVERS ENTERPRISE FINANCIAL SYSTEM

PenSoft Mover’s Payroll Solution with 
CompuMove’s Automated Integration
Simplify your payroll with the best value in payroll 
software for small to mid-sized businesses. 
PenSoft Mover’s Payroll Solution makes one 
of the most complex, time-consuming tasks 
employers face as simple as a few key-strokes.

PenSoft® Payroll is a powerful payroll 
software program seamlessly integrated with 
CompuMove’s MoveBooks Pro. PenSoft® Payroll 
is designed for use by with hourly, salary, and 
piecework based companies, and is a perfect 
fit for mover’s with 1 to 2000+ employees. 
CompuMove’s MoveBooks Pro features a 
detailed general ledger interface directly to 
PenSoft output, eliminating any double-entry of 
expense, tax, or withholding numbers.

CompuMove/Pensoft  
Payroll Interface

CompuMove interfaces with 
Pensoft Payroll Solutions, a 

full-featured payroll program.

Pensoft: Payroll Specialists
Like CompuMove with moving 
software, Pensoft specializes 
in payroll software only, and is 
dedicated to maintaining all current 
state and federal tax tables and 
regulations.

PenSoft’s Complete Mover’s Payroll Solution
Always up to date PenSoft Payroll automates payroll management in a 
variety of business settings. PenSoft provides technological transparency 
to the user through extreme ease of use, superior program support, and 
the flexibility to accommodate virtually every individual’s payroll and 
tax situation. Users subscribe to the current calendar year version, then 
renew their subscription each year to receive a complete, new program 
incorporating the most complete and accurate wage and tax changes, and 
free program support. During the subscription year, any federal or state tax 
changes are automatically sent to each subscriber. Thus, regardless of 
how many states employees call home, or how tax laws may have changed 
during the year, it’s there.

Pensoft also generates fully completed state and federal payroll returns, 
including W2 and W3 forms, 941 quarterly filings, and state and federal e-file 
upload capability. Together, MoveBooks and Pensoft create a complete 
payroll solution with no other software or products needed to create a 
complete payroll solution.
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MoveBooks Pro
MOVERS ENTERPRISE FINANCIAL SYSTEM

Receipt Data Importing
The data import functions 
allow the fast, accurate 
importation of settlement 
files, including major carriers 
and trading partners or 
government agencies.

Vendor Purchases
The purchases system 
creates open payable 

items, and allows 
distribution of expenses 

to different accounts 
and/or periods, including 

passing costs through to 
contractors or agents.

Open Payables Report
The open payables report details 

current payables, allowing grouping 
and subtotals by vendor, and various 

sort and detail options.

Receivables and Payables Accounting (continued)

Check Writing
The check writing module handles 
settlements to both vendors and 
commission contractors, offering 
both ‘pay this now’, batch and single 
check print modes to guarantee speed 
and accuracy.

Receivables and  
Payables Accounting

MoveBooks Pro
MOVERS ENTERPRISE FINANCIAL SYSTEM

Sales to Receivables
This screen shows the 

detail for a revenue 
distribution after the 
job was rated. Once 
this job is saved the 

company’s revenues will 
automatically post to the 

assigned general ledger 
accounts.

Open Receivables Report
The open receivables report 
shows current aging, with 
options for prior periods, aging 
by invoice or revenue dates, 
itemized or summary detail, 
and various sorting options.

Simple Job Receipt,  
or Van Line Reconciliation

The receipts screen easily 
processes simple job receipts, 

or handles more complex job 
payment situations including 

van line reconciliation or 
national account settlements. 

Multiple jobs can be selected 
for settlement. Chargebacks 

or other expenses can also be 
included in the total receipt entry.

Financial Integrated Accuracy You Can Count On
MoveBooks Pro receivables and payables accounting for 
mover’s manages all of the detail aspects of invoicing 
customer accounts and handles all associative payables to 
vendors and trading partners with seamless integration.
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MoveBooks Pro
MOVERS ENTERPRISE FINANCIAL SYSTEM

Account Detail
Account detail, by revenue type, 
job type, vendor, expense category, 
commissions: it’s all available in full 
detail, and retained permanently in 
the database.

Job Costing Analysis
The job costing report draws data from job charges 
and costs to give a detailed and summary 
breakdown of profitability for each kind of move.

Journals
Complete, dated and 
user-logged journals are 
automatically generated 
as entries are made, and 
retained permanently.

MoveBooks Pro’s mover’s financial management reports contains a vast catalog of standing reports including over 250 reports for 
Sales, Operations, Billing, Commissions, and Accounting. Customizable income reports allow multiple points of view of the enterprise, 
and supporting detail down to the journal level is always a click away. Additionally, the Job Data Query reporting function exports 
hundreds of shipment data points directly to your spreadsheet, conveniently enabling data mining into a trove of shipment detail.

Complete Financial Statements (continued)

Balance Sheet

Complete Financial 
Statements

MoveBooks Pro
MOVERS ENTERPRISE FINANCIAL SYSTEM

Profit Center Income Statement

Financial Statement Customizing
The system prints a broad array of 
informative sales, operations, and 
financial reports. And, a convenient 
Clip function allows you to go Data 
Mining and create your own custom 
analysis and report formats.

Income Statement by 
Account
Because CompuMove 
integrates its financial 
system directly into the 
program, all financial 
statements are updated 
instantly throughout the 
day.

Income Statement, Balance 
Sheet, General Ledger, 
Receivables and Payables, 
Costing, Detail – it’s all 
there, and always up-to-
the-moment!

A Mover’s Fully Integrated & Customized Financial System 
– Easy Access Financial Statements
CompuMove’s fully integrated and customized financial system 
utilizes general ledger distribution at the core of it’s software for 
complete accuracy and growth preparedness. This means that a 
mover’s financial statements are not only always up to date and 
accessible, but also ready for expansion as new opportunities arise.
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CompuMove’s Customer Care Center is the best moving company 
CRM software available, efficiently integrating all mover’s 
communication into a central system

Moving Company CRM Dashboard
Lead and Order Importing — CompuMove’s automated Lead 
Import System handles inbound leads and booked order 
importing including Relocation Management Companies, 
and Military DPS orders from all TSPs in both PDF and email 
formats. Once imported, full order detail is preserved 
for the life of the shipment, allowing 1-click access to the 
original lead information at any time. Additionally, lead 
source tracking is fully integrated, allowing seamless analysis 
of lead source performance.

Sales Process Management — CompuMove’s CRM Dashboard 
provides an integrated place to manage all aspects of the 
sales cycle. Salesperson and move type management are 
supported, along with management of multiple branches or 
divisions. 

Job Life-Cycle Management — The CRM Dashboard also 
allows management of booked orders in a convenient and 
comprehensive place to oversee booked orders as they 
move through their life cycle. Military and National Account 
order survey scheduling and follow-up can be personalized 
for your company.

Branch and Division Management — Like all aspects of 
CompuMove, Customer Care Center fully supports 
management of multiple divisions, branches, and lines 
of work, with matching control over user accounts and 
permissions, allowing workers and managers to control 
who sees what, and when.

Task & Notification Management
One-Time Tasks — CompuMove’s Task Management system 
is a huge and critical part of Customer Care on many 
levels. At its simplest level, Task Manager allows a user to 
create a task for an order, and send it to another user for 
action.

Calendar Event Notifications — Task Manager also generates 
automated calendar events for Outlook, Google, or 
iPhone, for both salesperson and worker events. 

Task Supervision — Finally, Task Manager Supervision allows 
high-level management of all aspects of company work 
flow, including handling task reassignment and worker 
turnover without loss of control. 

Customer Account Management
Business Partner Account Management —  In addition to 
handling moves for individuals, CompuMove’s Customer 
Account system manages your relationships with your 
recurring business account partners. Shipment tracking 
and reporting, account credit limits, billing URLs, and 
account email setups, aid in managing your crucial business 
relationships.

Customer-Specific Task Events —  The integration of Customer 
Accounts and Task Manager allows the creation of 
account-specific task events for business partners (like 
Cartus) that drive your performance scores based on 
date-sensitive criteria.

Customer Care Center
COMPREHENSIVE SHIPPER COMMUNICATIONS

Completely Integrated 
Customer Relationship 
Management (CRM)

CRM Dashboard

CRM Call Center Dashboard

Customer Care Center
COMPREHENSIVE SHIPPER COMMUNICATIONS

CompuMove’s Moving Company CRM Dashboard provides an integrated place to manage all aspects of your sales cycle, for 
new and pending orders. Shipment and Schedule Statuses can be configured to suit the unique structure of your own company’s 
sales team, from handling a fresh inbound lead and scheduling an estimate or survey, all the way through to generating a booked 
order that will appear on the schedules for your Operations department.

Lead and Order Importing
CompuMove’s automated Lead 

Import System handles inbound 
leads from a wide variety of 
sources, including both new 

leads and shipment orders. All 
popular lead service providers 

are supported including moving.
com, movers.com, P4P, and 

many more. Your own website’s 
generated leads may also be 

imported through CompuMove’s 
Lead Importer regardless of format 

– including importing itemized 
shipment inventory information. 

Job Life-Cycle Management
The CRM Dashboard provides a convenient and comprehensive place to 

oversee and manage booked orders as they move through their life cycle on their 
way to being fully scheduled orders for Operations Overseer. 

Streamlining Sales with a Fully Integrated 
Moving Company CRM Dashboard
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Task and Notification 
Management

Task Manager
The Task Manager system 
works like private in-
house email, but with 
each task also linked to 
a job, so tasks can be 
looked up both by the 
shipment and also by task 
assignment.

Task Detail
Anyone can look 
into a job and 
see the status 
of pending and 
completed 
tasks, along with 
detailed task 
notes, including 
a date- and time-
stamped history 
of the task.

Customer Care Center
COMPREHENSIVE SHIPPER COMMUNICATIONS

Text & Calendar 
Notification 
Management

Shipper Text Notifications

Text-Message Notifications for shippers flow from 
salesperson appointments, including both confirmations and 
reminders, and notification texts for workers are triggered by 

scheduled crew assignments.

Triggered Task Automation with Managed Supervision
Triggered Tasks and Task Notifications take the “One-Time 
Task” to another level by creating targeted tasks for specific 
users based on events in the life cycle of an order. Salesperson 
appointments, inbound leads, work event schedules, job 
bookings, status changes, revenue and billing activity, and 
more, can all drive automated task activity, including text 
notifications.

Collections
Customer Care Center
COMPREHENSIVE SHIPPER COMMUNICATIONS

CompuMove’s Moving Company Collections Manager
Comprehensive Visibility and Control

CompuMove’s Moving Company Collections Manager puts you in control of your open invoicing and collections status with 
management functions that are unsurpassed in the moving industry. Our collections manager is fully integrated with all aspects of a 
move with a comprehensive user screen designed to manage receivables follow-up with complete visibility.

CompuMove’s Collections Dashboard The Collections Manager provides a comprehensive screen with instant visibility of all 
receivables and their active status through the stages of follow-up. Search and filter by job type or account, log contact events, set 
reminders, and supervise account aging and credit limits.

Archived Invoice History

Archived Invoices for accounts in collection 
can be seamlessly emailed.

Account Transaction History

Customer Account Statements and Consolidated Invoicing 

CompuMove’s receivable management function allows generation 
of account statements on a job-by-job or line-item-level for all 
customer accounts. View full activity history, or focus on open 
items within customer statements.
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Claim Management

Claim Supervision
The claim event 

management cycle 
keeps track of each 

event in the life 
cycle of the claim, 

including due dates, 
reminders, and note 

keeping.

Customer Care Center
COMPREHENSIVE SHIPPER COMMUNICATIONS

Integrated Claims Management Software: Claims are an unavoidable part of moving, and CompuMove’s 
Moving Company Claims Management Software integrates all of the functions needed to manage this 
important part of Customer Care into a single place. 

Moving Company Claims Management Software 
with Seamless Workflow Management

Detail Claim Damage
Claim damage management 
allows detailed descriptions 
of individual claim items, 
linking with a particular 
work event (like storage), 
and may be configured with 
customized damage codes for 
management use.

Claims Cost Allocation & Management: Cost allocation for damage responsibility can be allocated to company 
expense, contractor accounts, or a combination of the two. Allocated costs are automatically included in the job costing 
system, and driver/contractor reports track claims history by worker. 

Claim Management (continued)

Customer Care Center
COMPREHENSIVE SHIPPER COMMUNICATIONS

Claims Workflow: 

The claims workflow manager 
logs customer contacts, and 
can create automated time-

sensitive reminders for each 
step of the claim process. 

Claim Financial 
Allocation
The claim allocation 
totals and responsibility 
is tracked, so a claim 
refund can be issued, 
insurance deductibles 
managed, and allocation 
made to workers or 
subcontractors.

Claim 
Reporting

Summary and 
itemized claimed  

and settled 
amounts, claim 

statuses, and 
claim event date 

spreads are all 
available.
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A COMMITTED SUPPORT TEAM - LIVE PEOPLE
CompuMove Systems makes extensive use of on-line 
support to ensure that your system operates at peak 
efficiency. 

Our real-time, shared-screen capability makes problem 
resolution, supplemental training, and system updates fast 
and painless. And, when you call CompuMove for support, 
an actual living person answers every call during regular 
business hours! 

At any moment, each CompuMove user is but a few 
clicks away from connecting with a highly knowledgeable 
customer support technician in our service center. 

SEE FOR YOURSELF
It’s CompuMove’s passion to challenge the status quo by 
thinking differently. We do that by making our products 
beautifully designed, stable, robust, and simple to use.  
We develop unique Move Management Software and 
would love  to share with you why we do, what we do.

If you’d like to take a closer look, please call or email our 
office to arrange your own personal demonstration - we’re 
here to help!

EXPERIENCE
As you can imagine, creating and maintaining a full-featured 
enterprise-management system for today’s moving and 
storage industry is no small task. 

What’s the answer? Experience. 

Experience in the day-to-day operations of a moving 
company, experience in software and database 
development and support, and experience combining 
everything together into a proven, successful solution. 
CompuMove Systems Corporation has a proven history of 
experience since 1984.

A LONG-TERM ASSOCIATION
Many CompuMove customers start small, 

but ALL CompuMove companies grow — because 
CompuMove makes it possible to do more moves, while 
providing a better quality of service, with the same number 
of office staff.

We see the CompuMove installation as a partnership. 
As your business expands, we will be there to make 
adjustments and improvements to your system software.

WE HEAR YOU
Many new system functions and refinements have come 
from valuable input given to us by our customers, based 
on their needs and experiences. We know we’re good 
at what we do — but we also rely on your input to keep 
getting better.

INTEGRATED MOVE SYSTEMS
Whether your moving company is a medium 
size operation, or a large, multi-branch company 

that’s run into the limitations of its present solutions, 
CompuMove’s Integrated Move Systems and enterprise-
management tools will get you under control and on the 
path to growth. 

CUSTOM SETUP
In the moving industry  — with its complex 
shipment forms, tariffs, fees, payments, leads, 

affiliations and more — a generic, one-size-fits-all solution 
can’t work for your company’s needs.

Because no two moving companies are the same, each 
CompuMove installation is unique. Your individual system 
will be customized by CompuMove to fit your specific needs.

Your custom software setup is prepared based upon 
the specific types of work that your moving company 
performs and what you communicate by interview. 

The CompuMove programs and your customized 
accounts, tariffs and forms will be loaded into your 
account. Testing will be done on network operation, 
workstation and printer hookups & configuration, remote 
support capability, data backup and verification. 

This pre-installation customizing and testing means that 
final setup will go smoothly, and that training sessions will 
be meaningful and productive.

INSTALLATION & TRAINING
CompuMove includes live, on-line setup and training with 
every system via remote-support software and the Internet. 

A progressive sequence of lessons has been developed 

to take you from the simplest first steps to the most 
advanced system functions. This hands-on approach 
is invaluable, both for employee training and for allowing 
CompuMove to fine-tune your custom setup. 

This commitment to live, interactive setup significantly 
enhances rapid and effective transition to your new 
CompuMove system. To assure a complete setup 
that meets all of your needs, 90 days of free follow-up 
customizing is included in the price of every CompuMove 
system.

ACCOUNTING SYSTEM CONVERSION
CompuMove Systems has extensive experience bringing 
existing accounting systems, either computerized or 
manual, on-line with the CompuMove software. 

A carefully defined set of procedures has been developed 
to ensure a smooth and accurate transition into our 
MoveBooks Pro General Ledger accounting system. 
Receivables, payables, storage, and hard assets are all 
transfered from your current accounting system to 
CompuMove for a smooth and painless transition.

Why CompuMove
SYSTEMS    CORPORATION

Comprehensive solutions 
for your moving company’s 
success at every stage

(760) 434-4101

About Us
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